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Powerful modelling 
capability makes 
calibration quicker 
and easier
The demands of tougher 
legislation, new drive cycles and 
real-world emissions targets are 
set to lead to a paradigm shift in 
calibration methodology.  The new 
demands mean processes and 
tools based on local “key point” DoE 
require excessive engine testing.  
The solution is to ‘go global’ – 
incorporating engine speed and 
load into the DoE model. 

Industry challenge E�  cient Calibration solution
Multiple applications / variants Global modelling – one model set is used to calibrate multiple applications

Testing and development time  Global modelling reduces testing by up to 50% (compared to local 
polynomial DoE) and the bene� t increases with number of applications

New drive cycles – WLTC, RDE, etc Global models give second by second predictions for any cycle

Interaction with after-treatment 
systems

 Physical models for after-treatment (SCR, LNT, etc) are coupled to the 
global engine model for optimisation of tailpipe emissions

Production variation Monte Carlo emissions robustness assessment to predict emissions 
dispersion and de� ne validation test

Calibration e� ort Global models give smooth consistent calibrations, generated 
automatically, which avoids manual calibration e� ort to build calibration 
from local optima

DoE expertise Global DoE Toolkit is designed for calibration engineers not DoE experts.  
Global models based on Stochastic Process Models (SPMs) signi� cantly 
reduce DoE workload (compared to local polynomial DoE).

E�  cient Calibration with 
the Global DoE Toolkit
E�  cient Calibration with 
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Further information & contacts
The Global DoE Toolkit is available in Matlab and standalone (compiled) formats. 
To discuss further or request a demonstration version, please contact:

The Global Design Tool has all the features needed for 
global DoE. Variable bounds are mapped against speed 
and torque (or other variables); with SPMs relatively wide 
variable ranges can be used; the test matrix is optimised to 
minimise test duration.

For direct injection gasoline engine applications, 
complicated injection spacing and duration constraints 
can be incorporated in the design via a user-friendly 
interface.

The Global Modelling Tool facilitates fast modelling, with 
minimal user intervention. SPMs are perfect for multiple 
injection applications in DI gasoline and diesel engines, 
and are robust to outliers and noisy data.

The Global Optimisation Tool uses the models for optimisation and calibration generation. Cycle-
based single- and multiple-objective (pareto) optimisation for the main passenger car, heavy duty 
and o� -highway legislative cycles are incorporated, as well as for custom cycles and o� -cycle areas. 
Cycles can also be generated from recorded vehicle ECU data. Simulink models for the after-treatment 
thermal behaviour and ECU control strategy can be coupled with the DoE model for engine out 
emissions and temperatures to optimise for tailpipe emissions. The output is automatically translated 
to ECU speed and load breakpoints for importing into the ECU.

The Monte Carlo Emissions Robustness Tool ensures low variation in emissions in production. 
At the calibration phase, two important techniques are applied: 

• Emissions sensitivity analysis

• Monte Carlo analysis

Emissions sensitivity analysis provides a quick early calibration 
robustness assessment and identi� cation of where in the 
calibration maps any emissions sensitivity might occur.

Monte Carlo simulation translates component variations 
into emissions variation and is used to estimate emissions 
dispersion and con� rm Conformity of Production 
compliance.

Robustness assessment makes use of DoE models 
generated during calibration process to de� ne robustness 
validation tests.

Subtle multiple injection e� ects that would be lost with traditional DoE are 
modelled with SPMs - even when speed and torque are model inputs

Example Passenger Car Emissions Probability Density Function


